2019-04-02 Meeting notes
Date
02 Apr 2019

Attendees
Mike Bennett
Bobbin Teegarden
John Gemski
Maxwell Gillmore
Pete Rivett
Mike Atkin
Elisa Kendall

Agenda
The main agenda for this week is to review and triage open Jira issues.
1) Open Action Items
2) JIRA Issues Review and triage
3) Road map.
4) Next Meeting.

Proceedings:

Ext Ontologies
Issue: what to do about the "Ext ontologies" that are either not referenced or referenced elsewhere. The goal is to simplify FIBO and remove any
extraneous references
Issue: what to do about "additional content" that might be needed in the future
Issue: What to do about "duplicate content" (i.e. multiple references to price or account)
More analysis of Ext is still required to determine what to remove, add, adjust (1st step = MB to review the "abstract notes" and walk through the existing
ontologies in with EK)
Action: MB to map from elements in Ext that have already been replaced at the class and property level
Decision: after mapping, keep things that might be needed in the future in "provisional" for evaluation by new FCT when formed

Business Maturity (SME history)

Issue: how do we identify the business maturity of the legacy Domains material (good SME review but need OWL oversight vs those that haven't had SME
review)
Suggestion: MB to review old ontologies and create an Excel spreadsheet reflecting his "opinion" about the level of business review for ontologies that
aren't currently used in Release or Development
If someone comes to FIBO without prior experience - they are running into "low maturity" ontologies. We should ensure proper health warnings on what
people are evaluating

Recent Jiras
FBC-219
FBC-219 - clean up datatype properties and restrictions on xsd:string (can it be language tagged) - in RDF 1.1 (any property/restriction involving xsd:string
- needs to be reviewed to determine if anyone should be using a language tag)
Elisa Kendall: Any data property that currently has a range of xsd:string, or any restriction on xsd:string needs to be reviewed to determine whether or not
it should be used with a language tagged string. If so, then either the property should be modified to eliminate the range, or in the case of some values
from use rdfs:Literal

CCM Repository
Next upgrade of CCM v19 service pack 2 is being evaluated by MB (coordinated update will follow)

Decisions:
After mapping, keep things that might be needed in the future in "provisional" for evaluation by new FCT when formed

Action items
Mike Bennett MB to map from elements in Ext that have already been replaced at the class and property level
Mike Bennett MB to review old ontologies and create an Excel spreadsheet reflecting his "opinion" about the level of business review for
ontologies that aren't currently used in Release or Development

